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--------------- 
1. Legal Stuff 
--------------- 

This FAQ is copywrite of Emily Parker 2003. If this is copied, pasted  
(other than for personal use) or in any way violated then you are in  
BIG trouble. If you would like permission to use it on another or  
your own site you must e-mail me at vanillagigglez@aol.com 

List of sites permitted to using the FAQ: 

Neo Seeker
https://www.neoseeker.com 



If you see this guide on another site, please email me and tell me  
what site it's on. Thanks!!! 

------------------- 
2. Version History 
------------------- 

18th September 2004- (v) 

------------------ 
3. A bit about me 
------------------ 

Hi. My nick is vanilla so we'll leave it at that. This is 4th  
ever FAQ and I think it's ok. If you know anything that isn't on  
here and would like to contribute, please e-mail me at  
vanillagigglez@aol.com. You can e-mail me cheats, gameshark codes,  
hints and generally stuff which you know that isn't on here. I  
shall give you full credit for contributing and I will not give  
out your e-mail address if you request. If you want to email me,  
put the topic, 'Harvest Moon BTN Animal Faq' as the Subject otherwise  
I shall delete it. Also, if you have a question about Harvest moon: Back  
to Nature then feel free to e-mail me but i'm afraid that HM BtN  
and HM2 GBC are the only Harvest Moon games i've got so please  
don't e-mail me about other games. 

--------- 
4. Intro 
--------- 

One day, innocent little vanilla was sat at her computer when  
suddenly, WHAM! There was no Animal Guide for HM:BTN on any  
of the gaming sites I go on. Another thought! I could make one!  
That was a day of achievement and here you are, reading MY very  
own FAQ. 

--------- 
5. Dogs 
--------- 

The first animal you will ever own is a Dog. The mayor asks you  
to name it on the very first day. You need it to love you! Every  
day, pick it up once and whistle to it once. It should start loving  
you and it's heart level should increase. 

One day, Won should come and sell you a dog ball. It is well worth  
it so I suggest you buy it. Throw it once a day for your dog to fetch,  
it will train it for the dog contest. Any more than once a day for any  
of them things is useless. 

In your 2nd year, Barley will take your dog away and it will breed with  
their dog, Hana. It will have puppies and you have to find someone to  
have them. Go to Stu at Ellen's house and he will name to puppy Tim,  



after the doctor. 

The dog race is held on the 10th of Winter. If he is really good at  
catching the ball, he can win. Don't run too far ahead and it'll follow  
your scent. 

-------------- 
6. Horses 
-------------- 

You get your first horse in Spring when Barley gives it to you. Brush  
your horse daily and whistle to it to keep it happy and make it love  
you. 

By Spring 2nd year, your horse needs to have at least 8 hearts or Barley  
will take it away. If your horse gets taken away, plants LOTS of grass  
to get another horse. There is no chance that this one gets taken away. 

If you manage to keep the first horse, you can then ride it. Ride it once  
every day to raise it's stamina for the horse race. It's on Spring 18th! 

--------- 
7. Fish 
--------- 

You have to catch fish with a fishing rod. You can get the fishing rod  
by going to the pier between 7am and 10am from Friday-Sunday. Talk to  
Greg and he'll give you one! 

Once you have 2 fish in your pond, you can start to breed them. Buy  
fish food from the supermarket at 20g per unit. It takes 5 days for a  
baby fish to grow up and 10 days for 2 adults to breed. The maximum  
amount of fish allowed in your pond is 99. 

------------ 
8. Chickens 
------------ 

Chickens are usually the first animal you get. They cost 1000g and  
you can buy them from Chicken Lil's poultry farm. They're the cheapest  
and you can get them quickly. Put chicken fodder in the boxes to feed  
your chickens (1 unit of fodder per chicken.) To start with, you can  
only own 5 chickens. 

If you feed them evey day, you should get 1 egg a day. You can sell  
normal eggs for 50g. You can also put eggs in the incubator. They  
hatch and take 7 days to grow up. You don't have to feed chicks.  

Visit Saibara's blacksmiths and you can buy a Mayonaise Maker. Put  
an egg into this to turn it into Mayo. 

To raise a chickens affection, just keep it alive and keep it fed. 
They can enter in the Sumo Chicken Festival. This takes place on  
Summer 7th. Win and you chicken produces gold eggs, these give you  
more money or can be hatched into gold chickens. 

To get 10 chickens, get Gotz to do a chicken house extension. 



-------- 
9. Cows 
-------- 

Cows are the most expensive animals on a farm but are the biggest  
money makers. Buy them for 5000g each from Barley. They have their  
own fodder, 20g per unit. Give this to the cow every day. 

To keep it happy, feed it, brush it and talk to it every day. Even  
milking it helps keep it happy. You get 150g for small milk, 200g  
for medium and 250g for large. Remember, you can only milk them  
when they are adults. 

If you talk to Saibara, you can get him to make you a cheese maker.  
Add milk get cheese! 

To get baby cows, you cow buy a CM Potion (cow miracle potion) from  
Barley. It takes 20 days for a cow until they give birth. You cannot  
get produce from them within this time. Also, when the cow is born,  
it takes a long time to grow up. Buying a cow is 1000g more than  
using a miracle potion but you can get that back within a week of  
getting cow produce. It's not recommended to use them. 

If you have a cow with 10 hearts, enter it in the Cow Festival on  
Summer 20th. If you win, your cow will give gold milk. 

----------
10. Sheep 
----------

Sheep are the less expensive than cow and make less money. Buy  
them for 5000g each from Barley. They share the same fodder as cows,  
20g per unit. Give this to the sheep every day. 

To keep it happy, feed it, brush it and talk to it every day. Even  
shearing it helps keep it happy. Remember, only shear them when  
they're adults. 

If you talk to Saibara, he can get you a yarn maker. Add wool, get  
yarn!

To get baby sheep, you cow buy a SM Potion (sheep miracle potion)  
from Barley. It takes 20 days for a sheep until they give birth.  
You cannot get produce from them within this time. Also, when the  
sheep is born, it takes a long time to grow up. Buying a sheep is  
1000g more than using a miracle potion but you can get that back  
within a week of getting sheep produce. It's not recommended to  
use them. 

If you have a sheep with 10 hearts, think about entering it in the  
sheep festival on Fall 21st. Think, golden wool! 

----------------- 
11. Wild Animals 
----------------- 



Sometimes, in the woods, you can find wild animals such as rabbits,  
squirells and foxes. These don't do anything but if you show them  
to people, people will react. Also, if you have animals outside, wild  
dogs may attack them. Your dog may help prevent this. 

-------------------- 
12. Gameshark Codes 
-------------------- 

80070D3A 03E7 Maximum Fodder 
80070D3E 03E7 Maximum Fish Food 
80070D40 03E7 Maximum Chicken Feed 

30074302 00FF Chicken 1 has 10 Hearts 
300743B6 00FF Chicken 2 has 10 Hearts 
3007446A 00FF Chicken 3 has 10 Hearts 
3007451E 00FF Chicken 4 has 10 Hearts 
300745D2 00FF Chicken 5 has 10 Hearts 
30074686 00FF Chicken 6 has 10 Hearts 
3007473A 00FF Chicken 7 has 10 Hearts 
300747EE 00FF Chicken 8 has 10 Hearts 
300748A2 00FF Chicken 9 has 10 Hearts 
30074956 00FF Chicken 10 has 10 Hearts 

30074A0A 00FF Barn Animal 1 has 10 Hearts 
30074AC2 00FF Barn Animal 2 has 10 Hearts 
30074B7A 00FF Barn Animal 3 has 10 Hearts 
30074C32 00FF Barn Animal 4 has 10 Hearts 
30074CEA 00FF Barn Animal 5 has 10 Hearts 
30074DA2 00FF Barn Animal 6 has 10 Hearts 
30074E5A 00FF Barn Animal 7 has 10 Hearts 
30074F12 00FF Barn Animal 8 has 10 Hearts 
30074FCA 00FF Barn Animal 9 has 10 Hearts 
30075082 00FF Barn Animal 10 has 10 Hearts 
3007513A 00FF Barn Animal 11 has 10 Hearts 
300751F2 00FF Barn Animal 12 has 10 Hearts 
300752AA 00FF Barn Animal 13 has 10 Hearts 
30075362 00FF Barn Animal 14 has 10 Hearts 
3007541A 00FF Barn Animal 15 has 10 Hearts 
300754D2 00FF Barn Animal 16 has 10 Hearts 
3007558A 00FF Barn Animal 17 has 10 Hearts 
30075642 00FF Barn Animal 18 has 10 Hearts 
300756FA 00FF Barn Animal 19 has 10 Hearts 
300757B2 00FF Barn Animal 20 has 10 Hearts 

300759FA 00FF Dog has 10 Hearts 
30075AEA 00FF Horse has 10 Hearts 

300712F8 0001 Barn Feed Bin 1 Full 
300712F9 0001 Barn Feed Bin 2 Full 
300712FA 0001 Barn Feed Bin 3 Full 
300712FB 0001 Barn Feed Bin 4 Full 
300712FC 0001 Barn Feed Bin 5 Full 
300712FD 0001 Barn Feed Bin 6 Full 
300712FE 0001 Barn Feed Bin 7 Full 



300712FF 0001 Barn Feed Bin 8 Full 
30071300 0001 Barn Feed Bin 9 Full 
30071301 0001 Barn Feed Bin 10 Full 
30071302 0001 Barn Feed Bin 11 Full 
30071303 0001 Barn Feed Bin 12 Full 
30071304 0001 Barn Feed Bin 13 Full 
30071305 0001 Barn Feed Bin 14 Full 
30071306 0001 Barn Feed Bin 15 Full 
30071307 0001 Barn Feed Bin 16 Full 
30071308 0001 Barn Feed Bin 17 Full 
30071309 0001 Barn Feed Bin 18 Full 
3007130A 0001 Barn Feed Bin 19 Full 
3007130B 0001 Barn Feed Bin 20 Full 

3007130E 0001 Chicken Feed Bin 1 Full 
3007130F 0001 Chicken Feed Bin 2 Full 
30071310 0001 Chicken Feed Bin 3 Full 
30071311 0001 Chicken Feed Bin 4 Full 
30071312 0001 Chicken Feed Bin 5 Full 
30071313 0001 Chicken Feed Bin 6 Full 
30071314 0001 Chicken Feed Bin 7 Full 
30071315 0001 Chicken Feed Bin 8 Full 
30071316 0001 Chicken Feed Bin 9 Full 
30071317 0001 Chicken Feed Bin 10 Full 

------------ 
13. Credits 
------------ 

Thanks to the following people! 

Natsume- For making Harvest Moon 

Sony- For making ps1 and ps2 

You- For reading this faq 

gameshark.com- For getting the codes off 

ｩFAQ copywrite Emily Parker 2004. To be used for personal use only. For  
other uses, email me at vanillagigglez@aol.com 
I almost always let people use it. Copying and pasting allowed for personal  
use only. Have fun!

This document is copyright vanillagigglez and hosted by VGM with permission.


